PARTS LIST
(STEAMASTER 2000)

1  Steam I.D. Tag (ALUM.)
2  Poppet Actuator (BRASS/SS)
3  Steam Poppet (SS)
4  Steam Injector (SS)
5  Mixer Body (BRZ or SS)
6  Water Thrust Cup (SS)
7  Thrust Cup Housing (BRASS)
8  Water I.D. Tag (ALUM.)
8-A End Cap
9  Steam Diffuser (SS)
10 Hose Adaptor (SS)
11 Steam Check Valve (BRASS or SS)
12 Water Check Valve (BRASS or SS)
13 Temperature Gauge (SS)
14 Steam Control Valve (BRZ or SS)
15 Water Control Valve (BRZ or SS)
16 Mounting Bracket (ALUM.)

DISASSEMBLY TOOLS

FLAT WRENCH
PILOT POPPET TOOL